
HOW TO FIX “DEMOCRACY” & TAXATION

Brief history: Basically both Capitalism & Communism teamed up to destroy Nation based Capitalised Socialism 
in WW2. These two globalist ideologies (Capitalism & Communism) were determined to have their globalist 

systems & financial ideologies lead the way in the 20th century and takeover the crumbling British Empire that 
was already being swept up by the Germans Nation based Capitalised Socialist system and its powerful domestic 

manufacturing sector. As well, 100 million Native European peoples were slaughtered in WW1 & 2 combined! 

The fact is Capitalised Socialism within the Nationstate, void of globalism & the cycle of debt & usury with a 
focus on domestic manufacturing, is still the best system of governance we have to date. Again it must be 

supported by *localised domestic manufacturing* which most Nation today don’t do. Many modern western 
Nations partly operate on this Nation based Capitalised Socialist system already but they have high levels of 

debt & usury. Plus their corporate oligarchs have outsourced Nations local/domestic manufacturing & thus have 
sold-out our Nations economies & domestic work force for cheap foreign labour. This is treasonous to the core!

Now, Capitalism always refers to Communism, as Socialism and Communism always referred to Capitalism, as 
Socialism too… they are both wrong and they know it. Most of the public doesn’t understand the differences. 

Communism is just toxic & deeply flawed on so many levels it not worth mentioning. Now Capital and Capitalism 
are two very different things. Capital is the use of money to empower a Nations people and domestic businesses 
but Capitalism is state sponsored usury and is used to enslave and disempower people while enriching the few 

off the labour/work of the many or treasonously selling out their Nations manufacturing which are both the 
bedrock/foundations of our Nations economic systems. The Vienna school of economics and its bastards, like the 
Chicago school of economics, preach a dystopian & deeply flawed cyclical system of institutionalised usury and 

debt which is supported by our governments & the highly consolidated wealth & influence gained is used to 
manipulate and subvert the public tax payers. This is extremely undemocratic, treasonous and criminal!

Once this is all understood we can move on.   
 

Simply, the answer is policy based voting where the public, not just politicians, vote frequently on every policy. 
Less taxation & government accountability being the goal. Straight off the income tax should be banned! 



VOTING

Our Nations must exclude corporations, NGO’s, and individuals from financially contributing 
to any political party or political candidate in any level of government. This must be strictly 

enforced. We must once and for all take the cash & corruption out of politics forever.

The Public must vote regularly/monthly on policies being considered by our local, regional, 
provincial/state & federal governments. These votes could be a regular function of 

government with local voting offices for those who wish to participate in this regular policy 
based voting. It should be made mandatory for all citizens to vote in federal elections.

The political class & the diplomatic class are two very different groups within our Nations 
Governing bodies. We should have a small but effective Diplomatic class operating the 

function of government but who should also be voted in & out of government or be fired by 
the public & NOT appointed. Our Political class must fully represent their localised 

constituents & again must be voted in or out of power on short notice if they are not 
representing their constituents.

Plus, there must be a separate vote done for each and ever Foreign Policies move our 
governments make. Every foreign policy move should be first voted on by the public. All 

citizens should vote on these foreign policies before implementation to ensure our Nations 
continue to have healthy democratic & friendly relations.

All elections officials & voting representatives at polling stations should be from many different 
types of backgrounds that reflect the local community & be on the lookout for coercion, ballet 

stuffing & other treasonous forms of voting fraud activities!  



TAXATION & TAXES
Simply, taxation should be democratised/voted on. Families & individuals should be taxed far 

less & multinational/globalist corporations should be taxed far, far more!    

If a tax payer is against certain policies, lifestyles, choices… etc they should be able to opt-out 
on paying whatever percent of a tax goes to this or that group, policy, lifestyle choice or other. 
Yes, again, democratic taxation is key to a fictional democracy or republic. People should only 

pay for what they deem ethically and morally correct and only pay on what is socially 
responsible. No one should be forced to pay for unethical or immoral activities. Take abortion 
or wars of aggression, if someone think they are good ideas then they can pay for them. But 

those who deem it unethical should be able to opt-out too. Its really that simple!

Now, the income tax is basically a scam/fraud on a mass scale & should be cancelled across 
the board & in every Nation immediately. It can be argued that it is a non-allotted tax in most 
cases but also a foreign tax payed largely to foreign globalist private bankers. The income tax 
should have been done away with long ago. It was instituted as a short term measure to fund 
the WW1 war effort. It’s continuation is completely illegitimate and it must be cancelled now. 
When people have this portion of their pay in their own pockets our economies will rocket, 
especially if we spend it in our own local communities and on domestically manufacture or 

produced products and services.   

All non-allotted taxes are unconstitutional, illegal or both in most Nations. So is taxation 
without representation. So basically, again, which taxes should be payed or cancelled should 

be voted on by the *tax paying* public.

Multinational globalist corporations should be taxed far more & domestic manufacturers far less. 



SERVICES THE PUBLIC SHOULD DEEM WORTHY OF BEING TAXED FOR:
Again, what should or shouldn’t be taxed should be voted on. Democratic taxation is key.

I would suggest that being reasonably taxed for curtain things is beneficial to any functional 
democracy or republic but again citizens should have the right to opt-out on ethical or moral 

grounds, but then would not be able to benefit from this tax either. 

Things the general public could deem worthwhile reasonably taxed on includes: Sensible & 
practical public/socialised *emergency* healthcare (for public health & epidemic reasonings), 

schools/colleges/universities, road maintenance, parks, public transportation, government 
buildings, libraries that respect the freedom of speech, government foreign relations, Elderly 

care, Peace Officers, Fire Departments, Social Services, ancient Indigenous local Culture. 
**90% of every taxpayer dollar must be spent locally/regionally & only 10% Federally.**

WHAT SHOULD BE TAXED?
What I would suggest taxing: Junk foods, toxic products that are bad for human health & the 

environment, multinational globalist corporations, weapons manufacturers, banks & trusts, trust 
funds, illegitimate NGO’s & some not-for-profit organisations, foreign agents & their institutions & 

NGO’s, foreign made products & services, social media companies who operate in our Nations 
digital environments, anti free-speech groups, anti-democracy groups, defamation groups, foreign 
media companies or broadcasters who operating or broadcast in or into our Nations, corporations 
that excessively use public infrastructure ie:roads etc. Some of these things are taxed already but I 

would argue they should be taxed more heavily & families & individuals taxed far, far less!    

What should and shouldn’t be taxed should be voted on. Again democratic taxation & less of it.



IN CLOSING & QUESTIONS
I think we all can agree that far less taxation is best overall & no income tax.

I think we can all see now that a Capitalised Socialist System, void of 
globalism & the debt & usury cycle with a focus on domestic 

manufacturing, is the best system we have so far. We must implement a 
Policy Based Voting system & cut taxes on families & cancel the income tax! 

Has globalisation & rabid Capitalism with its Communist manufacturers  
actually brought millions out of poverty, as they claim, or have they actually 

pulled millions of people into a global financial empires system of debt, 
usury & wage slavery? I would say this global financial empire has not only 
dragged people in but whole Nations into this globalist system & cycle of 

debt & usury as it also quietly subverts & destroys indigenous Cultures 
while pushing rabid fake consumer culture, which isn't culture at all. 

How can you start to inform your fellow citizens about *Democratic 
Taxation* & regular *Policy Based Voting*?

Has globalisation been a net win for the environment & humanity or a net loss? 









More Information, Writings & Music 
at: 

WWW.DREWROUSE.COM
Please Share Widely!Thank You! 


